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SUMMARY 
Freshwater zooplankters (Rotifera, Cladocera and Copepoda) were counted in 96 plankton samples collected 
mainly from a small eutrophic reservoir in Cordoba, Argentina. Sampling gear used were turo different nets (pushed 
ahead of the boat and towed behind it, with and without bridles), a submersible centrifugal pump, and a water bottle. 
The results suggest that neither net size nor bridles have measurable effects on the net yields. Disturbance of the upper 
layer during the daytime prior to collection engenders avoiding reactions which are responsible for conspicuously 
lower net, pump and bottle catches, while at night disturbance-related biases were not presenf. The zooplankters 
surveyed are more effciently collected by nets in overcast weather and at night than under full SU~; this is tentatively 
attributed to optomotor dodging reactions. As compared with net samples, both the stationary pump and the bottle 
underestimate densities; disturbance-related dispersion of the animals is partly responsible for this bias. In addition, 
a11 three groups studied have very strong positive rheotactic reactions and actively avoid the intake of the pump. The 
efficiency differences observed span, in some cases, several orders of magnitude. 
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LES EFFETS DU MODE D'ÉCHANTILLONNAGE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT SUR L'ESTIMATION D'ABONDANCE 
DU ZOOPLANCTON D'EAU DOUCE 
L’abondance du zooplancton (Rotifères, Cladocères et Copépodes) a été évalué à partir de 96 échantillons, la 
plupart provenant d’un petit réservoir eutrophique de Grdoba, Argentine. Trois types d’échantillonneurs ont été 
employés : deux filets (placés en avant et en arrière du canot, avec et sans brides), une pompe centrifuge submersible et 
une bouteille. Les résultats suggèrent que ni la taille du filet ni les brides n’ont un effet mesurable sur la récolte. De 
jour, les perturbations de la couche d’eau supérieure provoquent des réactions d’échappement diminuant ainsi 
l’efficacité des échantillonneurs, par contre les perturbations nocturnes ne produisent pas tel effet. Le zooplancton a été 
capturé plus efficacement avec les filets pendant la nuit ou par temps nuageux que par temps ensoleillé; ceci peut 
s’attribuer aux réactions optomotrices d’évitement. Par rapport aux échantillons de filets, la pompe et la bouteille 
sous-estiment la densité; la dispersion causée par perturbation est en partie responsable de cette diffërence. De plus, 
les trois groupes étudiés montrent de fortes réactions rhéotactiles en évitant activement l’aspiration de la pompe. Les 
différences d’efficacité atteignent parfois plusieurs ordres de grandeur. 
MOTS-CLÉS : Zooplancton - Échantillonnage - Échappement - Eau douce. 
(1) Deparfamenfo de Ciencias Biokigicas, Facultad de Ciencias Ejcacfas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos Aires, 1428 Buenos 
Aires; and Consejo National de Investigaciones Cienfifkas y Técnicas (CONICET). Argentina. 
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INTRODIJCTION 
Present.-day knowledge of the abundance of plank- 
t,onic organisms is based upon counts of samples 
taken by means of a wide variety of equipment and 
techniques. Alt.hough many investigations have 
shown that, t.he results of these abundance estimates 
are influenced by various factors (i.e., sampling gear 
and procedures, size, anat.omical and physiological 
c.haracteristics of the organisms, vertical migrations, 
wind, space distribution patterns, et,c. (see, for 
example, BARKLEY, 1964, 1972; SMYLY, 1968; 
UNESCO, 1968; WIEBE & HOLLAND, 1968; BEERS, 
1981 ;BOLTOVSKOY, 1981 ;BOLTOVSKOY,PEDROZO & 
BATTISTONI, 1984 ;BOLTOVSKOY etal., 1985; OMORI 
& HAMNER, 1982), t.oo often the warnings reported 
are largely ignored in subsequent work. 
Some of these biases cari be quantified with 
relative precision without specific investigations. 
Among them are net filtration efficienc.y, estimation 
of volume of water filtered, estimation of towing 
depth, and counting errors (UNESCO, 1968; SOUR- 
NIA, 1978). Other problems, however, depend upon 
many changing variables and cannot be accounted 
for by introducing standardized corrections or using 
standardized techniques : avoidance of the sampling 
gear and planktonic patchiness are probably the 
most important of these. In this respect limited 
research has been done concerning plankton nets in 
marine environments (see review in BOLTOVSKOY, 
1981), but investigations on the performance of 
pumps and water bottIes, as welI as detailed 
comparat.ive net-pump-bottle studies are scarce, 
fragmentary and their results oft,en contradic.tory. 
This report is an evaluation of the performance of 
three of the most commonly used plankt,on sampling 
devices : plankton net, submersible pump and water 
bot.tle. Our attention was centered on crustacean 
zooplankton, while Rotifera, dealt with in a previous 
report. (BOLTOVSKOY et al., 1985) and some phyto- 
plankters are included for comparative purposes. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Most of the samples were collected in “Embalse 
Cassafouths”, an eutrophic reservoir located in 
Cbrdoba, Argentina, from a pneumatic boat equip- 
ped wit,h an 8HP outboard motor. Bot.tom depths at 
the sampling site were between 20 and 30 m. Secchi 
disc readings at the times of our samplings were 1.7 
t.o 2.25 m in December 1982, 3.25 m in July 1983, 
and 3.3 m in September 1983. Nine additional pump 
samples were taken in two different small ponds in 
May 1984 (not numbered and not included in 
Table 1). 
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Both nets used were cylindra-conical and had a 
mesh opening of 0.044 mm, the larger one with a 
mouth diameter of 50 cm (250 cm long, porosity: 0.2, 
open area ratio: 2.2), and t.he smaller 20 cm (length: 
100 cm, porosity: 0.22, open area ratio : 3.2) and 
were equipped with digital flowmeters. When towed, 
a minimum distance of 10 m was maintained bet- 
ween the net and the boat. Pushnets (small nets 
only) were installed at the end of a 5 m - long pole 
protruding from the boat’s bow. For unbridled net 
tows the mouth-ring of the latter was fastened to a 
rectangular frame the Upper side of which was 
attached perpendicularly to a 5 m - long pole. 
Towing speeds ranged between 60 and 75 meters per 
minute. Net tows were carried along a 100 m 
t.ransect defined by means of two anchored buoys, in 
many cases in triplicate, travelling opposite direc- 
tions. Two nets were used simultaneously in most 
tows. Preliminary trials indicated that flowmeter 
revolutions did not decrease consistently in tows UP 
to 120 to 200 m long, thus conflrming that clogging 
did not affect. flowmeter readings. 
Our comparative study required a fine mesh for 
retrieving a11 the organisms considered, but this 
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FIG. 1. - Diagrammatic scheme of the pump used seen from 
t.he side (A) and from below (B, protective caver removed). 
C : acceleration Aelds at different distances from the pump 
as shown by streaks of dyed water (pump viewed from below, 
protective caver on). The depth of t.he layer visibly influenced 
by the pump is about 10-15 cm. 1. Water intake; 2. Cable 
(to 12V battery); 3. Motor; 4. Disc.harge hose (to boat) ; 
5. Slots in protective caver; 6. Intake and impeller’s blades. 
Schéma de la pompe ufilisée : vue latérale (A) et vue inférieure 
(B, sans le couvercle protecteur). C: champs de vitesse à 
différenfes distances de la pompe (vue inférieure, avec couvercle 
protecteur). L’épaisseur de la zone influencée par la pompe est 
de 10-15 cm. 1. Entrée d’eau; 2. Câble (branché à une batterie 
de 1211): 3. Moteur; 4. Tuyau de collecte (vers le canot); 
5. Fenfes du couvercle profecfeur; 6. Orifice d’entrée et palette de 
prise d’eau 
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resulted in a low filtration efflciency. Increasing the 
initial efficiency (;.e., t,he ratio of the volume of 
water filtered to the volume swept by the mouth) 
would have been possible by reducing the diameter 
of t.he nets’ mouths and/or lengthening their filtering 
surface; however, such nets would have been imprac- 
tical and, especially, non-comparable to those nor- 
mally used in routine surveys. Low efficienciei ca,n, 
in some cases, account for imprecise flowmeter 
readings (UNESCO, 196s; BOLTOVSK~Y, 1981). Seve- 
ral evidenc.es allow us to conclude that our estimates 
are correct despite the low efficiency figures. At the 
towing speeds used the response (revolutions per 
meter) of the flowmeters was almost linear and well 
above their friction point. When comparing the 
volumes of water filtered by simultaneously towed 
and/or pushed nets, in SS% of the cases the 
differences between both nets were below 20%; this 
suggests a highly predictable, rather than erratic, 
flowmeter behavior. Finally, our net abundance 
estimates are similar to those performed indepen- 
dently in the same reservoir (collecting water with 
bucket,s and pouring it through nets). 
The pump was centrifugal, submersible, battery- 
powered, with a 2.2 cm (interna1 diamet,er) plastic 
hose (fig. 1). Flow rates were around 50 liters per 
minut.e. The bottle was of the Niskin type, 6 1 in 
volume, made of opaque (grey) PVC plastic. 
Pump samples were concentrated in the small net, 
lowering it into the water in order to avoid damaging 
the organisms and extruding them through the 
meshes due to pressure of the tlow. The same net was 
used for concentrating the bottle samples, pouring 
gently the water into the net; the bottle was inverted 
(rather than drained t.hrough the lateral port) to 
overcome biases due to settling of t.he plankters 
(GARDNER, 1977). 
In total, 1475 counts were performed. In most 
cases aliquots of the samples were counted usually 
enumerating bet,ween 100 and 200 individuals of 
each category considered. For the scarcest groups 
whole samples were counted in many instances. 
Duplicate counts were carried out occasionally in 
order to conflrm the results. 
In a few samples the dinoflagellat,e Peridinium 
gatunense (Nygaard), the desmidiacean Staurastrum. 
spp., and the copepod Tropocyclops prasinus Fischer, 
were also counted. 
Most of our subsequent discussions are based 
on ratios of the yields compared; for pract,ical 
reasons, zero counts in the denominator were 
replaced by unity in these calculations. For sta- 
tistical analyses raw data were normalized by means 
of logarithmic transformations: x = log(x + 1) or, 
when this transformation proved still insufficient, 
x = [log(x + 1) + 0.5]“2. 
tz 10 
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FIG. 2.- Vertical distribution (percentage data) of the groups studied in the O-3 m layer as shown by pump samples #49-53 (day), 
and #57-61 (night.). Shadings represent day vs. night relative abundance differences in O-3 m layer (lOOq& = sum of day + night 
totals). Arrows indicate position of average population depth (TX di . ni / L ni, where di is depth i and ni is number of individuals at 
depth i). Lengths of horizontal bars at. base of daytime profiles are proportional to standard deviations of concentrations in day 
(white bar) and night (black bar) profiles (based on percentages). See table 1 for group designat.ions. Distribution oerficale (en 
pourcentages) des groupes étudiés dans la couche O-3 m d’après les échantillons de pompe #49-53 (jour) ef #Z-61 (nuif). Les trames 
représenfenf les différences d’abondance jour-nuit (en %) dans la couche O-3 m (lOOo/o = jour + nuif). Les /lèches indiquenf la posifion de 
fa profondeur moyenne de la population (Z di.ni/Cni, ou di est la profondeur i, ef ni est le nombre d’individus à la profondeur i). Les 
longueurs des barres horizontales en dessous des profils diurnes sont proportionnelles aux écarfs-types des concentrations dans les profils de 
jour (blanc) et de nuit (noir), basés sur les pourcentages. Les groupes sont désignés dans le fableau I 
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RESLJLTS AND DISCUSSION 
Vertical distribution 
Although this survey was not aimed at 
investigation of t.he vertical stratification of 
FIG. 3. - Relative abundance changes at the surface for 
each species group as shown by averaged yields of samples 
#l, 2, 3 (full Sun, pushnets), #2734 (night, pushnets), and 
#9-14 (overcast, pushnets). The algae Peridinium gafunense 
(P. g.) and Sfaurasfrum spp. (S. spp.) were counted in samples 
# 1, 11, 14, 27 and 33. See Table 1 for group designations. 
Abondance relafive, pour les diffërenis groupe d’organismes. 
Changemenf d’abondance en surface (figures comparafioes dans 
chaque groupe), montrés par les valeurs moyennes des échan- 
Mons #1, 2, 3 (voir le tableau 1 pour identification) en 
foncfion des conditions d’éclairemenf : ensoleillé, nuageux et nuit. 
Valeurs moyennes des échaniillons #l, 2, 3 (ensoleillé, filet 
avant), #27-34 (nuit, filet avant). et #9-14 (couvert, filet 
avant). Les algues Peridinium gatunense (P. g) ef Straurastrum 
spp ont égalemenf été comptées dans les échantillons 1, 11, 13, 
27 ef 33 
plankters in the reservoir, an estimate of this pattern 
in the Upper layers was necessary for the interpreta- 
tion of subsequent results. 
t,he 
the 
Fig. 2 and 3 suggest t,hat most organisms studied 
performed diel vertical migrations. In clear weather, 
copepods, Diaphanosoma brachyurum and Bosmina 
spp. (groups 2-8, 11, 12) concentrated during the day 
between 0.5 and >3 m, while at night over 70% of 
their populat.ions sank below 3 m. Daphnia spinulata 
and Ceriodaphnia dubia (groups 9, 10, 13 and 14) 
evaded the Upper levels both in overcast and in 
sunny days (their concentrations in the O-3 m 
stratum were several times higher at night than in 
the dayt,ime), and peaked below 2 m at a11 times. 
Copepoda nauplii (group 1) and Keratella cochlearis 
(group 15), seemed to be less affected by diel cycles; 
abundances in the O-3 m layer and at the surface 
varied wit,hin narrower limits. For comparative 
purposes in fig. 3 two algae are included: Sfauras- 
trum spp., which lacks the ability to perform diel 
TABLE 1 
Summary of data and results of counts 
Al1 samples are surface unless otherwise indicated. Counting groups and their corresponding average lengths are as follows: 1. Copepoda nauplii 
(0.19 mm); 2. Acanfhocyclops robusfus (Sars), small copepodids (0.40 mm); 3. A. robusfus, large copepodids (0.67 mm); 4. A. robustus, adults (1.02 mm); 5. 
Notodiaptomus incompositus (Brian), copepodids (0.68 mm); 0. N. incompositus, adults (1.20 mm); 7. Diaphanosoma brachyurum (Lievin), small 
(0.42 mm); 8. D. brachyurum, large (0.94 mm); 9. Daphnia spinutafa (Biraben), small (0.81 mm); 10. D. spinulata. large (1.42 mm); 11. Bosmina 
huaronensis (Delachaux) and Bosmina longirostris (Mueller), small (0.32 mm); 12. B. h uaronensis and B. tongirostris, large (0.45 mm); 13. Ceriodaphnia 
dubia (Richard), small (0.38 mm); 14. C. dubia, large (0.62 mm); 15. Kerateffa cochfearis (Gosse), (0.18 mm). b: water bottle; d: day; fs: full sun: In: large 
net.; n: night; nb: no bridles; ov: overcast; p: pushnet; pm: pupm; sn: small net; t: towed; wb: with bridles. 
Day samples collected approximately between 1O:OO and 17:OO hs., dusk samples: 18:00-19:OO hs., night samples: 23:0&03:00 hs. First samples of each 
set of replicates are followed, in parentheses, by t.he eorresponding subsequent t.ows; the latter are included in square brackets 
Données ef résultats des comptages 
Tous les échantillons ont été pris en surface, sauf ceux qui sont indiqués. Les groupes comptés et leurs longueurs moyennes correspondantes sont comme 
suit : 1, copépode nauplii (0,19 mm) ; 2. Acanthocycfops robustus (Sars), petits copépodites (0,40 mm) ; 3. A. robusfus, grands copépodites (0,67 mm) ; 4. 
A. robusfus, adultes (1,02 mm); 5. Notodiaptomus incomposiftcs (Brian), copépodites (0,SS mm); 6. N. incompositus, adultes (1.20 mm); 7. Diaphanosoma 
brachyuram (Lievin). petit (0,42 mm) ; 8. D. brachyurum, grand (0,94 mm) ; 9. Daphnia spinulatn (Biraben), pet.it (0.81 mm) ; 10. D. spinutata, grand 
(1,42 mm); 11. Bosmina huaronensis (Delachaux) et Bosmina fongirosfris (IMueller), petit (0.32 mm); 12. B. huaronensis et B. tongirosfris, grand 
(0.45 mm); 13. Ceriodaphnia dubin (Richard), petit (0.38 mm); 14. C. dubia, grand (0,62 mm); 16. lierafeU a cochfearis (Gosse), (0,18 mm). b : bouteille; 
d : jour; fs : temps ensoleillé ; In : filet-grand ; n : nuit.; nb : sans brides ; ov : temps nuageux ; p : filet placé en avant du canot; pm : pompe ; sn : petit. 
filet; t : filet placé en arrière du canot; wb : avec brides. 
Les echantillons diurnes ont été recueillis entre environ 10 et 17 h, ceux du soir entre 18 et 19 h, et ceux de la nuit entre ‘23 et 3 h. Les échantillons de 
chaque série de replicats sont suivis, ent.re parenthèses, par les replicats correspondants; ces derniers sont entre crochets 
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vert,ical displacements, showed similar concentra- 
tions at a11 sampling times, while Peridinium gafu- 
nense, which is motile, tended to dwell near the 
surface during the day. This figure also suggests that 
for almost a11 the zooplankters counted contrasts in 
near-surface concentrations are as great for day vs. 
night patterns, as for overcast vs. sunny weather: 
with the only except.ion of group 11 and the two 
algae, a11 the clear vs. cloudy averages shown in 
fig. 3 were significantly different at levels 5 5 yo (t.- 
tests for log- t.ransformed data). 
Factors not affecting the catches: net size and bridles 
Several authors suggested that, bridles ahead of the 
nets’ mouths and small mouth diameters are respon- 
sible for underestimates of some zooplankt,ers (Mc- 
GOWAN & FRAUNDORF, 1966; ~LUTTER & ANRAKU, 
1968). Our results suggest that,, within the frame- 
work of the experiments carried out, these two 
parameters do not affect the cat,ches measurably. 
Comparison of the yields of simultaneously collec- 
ted small net - large net samples # 18,19,20 vs. 
#44,45,46; #38 vs. #47; and #66-72 vs. #73-74 (the 
latter collect.ed within a 2 hour interval) showed 
that, despite some differences, neither a clear trend 
nor Sign&ant and consistent disagreements were 
present.. The scarce number of comparative data 
prec.lude us from further analyses of this relations- 
hip. 
In total, 18 samples were collected in simulta- 
neous unbridled-bridled pairs, each pair being repea- 
ted three times, both during the day by means of 
townets (#15,21; 16,22; 17,23), and pushnets (#9,12; 
10,13; 11,14), and at night (pushnets only, #27,32; 
28,33; 29,34). Although in most cases unbridled nets 
yielded slightly higher catches (overall ratio 
approx. 1.2 to 1), only 1 out of the 45 Ltests 
performed (3 experiments with 15 groups of orga- 
nisms each) yielded a significant value at the 5% 
level, and neit.her during the day nor at night were 
t,here rlear trends favoring either gear. 
Disturbance-related avoidance : bottle and net yields 
Six bottle samples of variable size (6 to 116 liters) 
were taken in July 1983. Increasing volumes were 
achieved by repeatedly submerging the apparatus at 
t.he same site. The results obtained (table II) showed 
significant. negative correlations for nauplii and 
Bosmina spp. (groups 1, 11 and 12). Most other 
groups present in these samples also correlated 
negat.ively with sample size, but the figures in 
question were not signiflcant. 
The fact that zooplankt,ers evade fore@ abjects 
Rer~. Hydrobiol. hop. 21 (1) : 21-34 (1988). 
in their environment was suggested by several 
authors (e.g., SYYLY, 1968; LANGELAND & ROGNE- 
RUD, 1974; ORR, 1981). SMYLY (OP. cif.), concluded 
that cladocerans start, moving away from the bottle 
as soon as it is placed in the water, and most of the 
swiftest ones Will be out of reach within the first 
30 seconds. In our case the time interval between 
arriva1 at the sampling site and actual collection of 
thé samples was over several minutes; thus, most 
large zooplankters had probably fled the area even 
before the series was started. The negative signifi- 
tant correlations for nauplii and Bosmina spp. 
suggest that these poor swimmers were constantly 
moving away at a rate slow enough as to be recorded 
by consecutive samples (see below: “Disturbance- 
related avoidance and rheot.actic responses: pump 
yields”). 
TABLE II 
Correlation coefficients between organisms pet. unit volume 
ret.rieved and bottle samr>le size. samoles #75-80 (groups 6-10 . 
and 14 were practically absent from tbese samples). Based on 
log-transformed data. See Table 1 for group designat.ions 
Coefficienfs de corrélation entre les organismes comptés (par unité 
de volume) et la faille des échantillons de bouteille #75-SO (les 
groupes 6-10 ef 14 ont prafiquemeni Été absents dans ces 
échantillons). Les données sonf transformées en logarithmes. Les 
groupes sont désignés dans le fableau I 
Group Correlation 
number index 
1 -0.905** 
2 -0.440 
4 -0.560 217
5 -0.223 
11 -0.640* 
:3 -0.650* 0.510 
1.5 -0.626 
Averags -0.412 
* P < 0,06; ** P < 0,Ol 
Small net samples of the December 1982 series 
were collected by means of tows 100 m long, 
between buoys. In most cases replicate samples for 
each gear and condit.ions were taken, towing in 
opposite directions at short intervals. These replica- 
tes were almost identical in a11 aspects, except for 
the fact that second and third tows of each set were 
performed in progressively more disturbed wat,ers by 
the passage of nets, boat and, especially, motor. 
A comparison of the corresponding yields very 
strongly suggested that, during the daytime, recent 
disturbance of the medium influenced the catches of 
successive tows (fig. 4, day). In a11 cases, wit,h the 
exception of K. cochlearjs (group 15) and large 
C. dubia (group 14, present in very low densities) 
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DAY 
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GROUPS 
FIG. 4. - Comparat.ive yields of second and t.hird tows as referred to the first tow of the same set of replicates (based on averaged 
data of replicate net samples indicated in table 1). Black dots denot.e differences between first and t.hird t.ows at the 10% or lower 
level of significance (t-test based on log-tranformed data). See table 1 for group designations. Captures comparatiucs du second et 
troisième irait de filet par rapport au premier du même ensemble d’après les moyennes des replicats indiquées dans le tableau 1). Les points 
noirs indiqueni les différences significatives (P < 0.1, fesf de Student, données transformées en logarithmes) entre le premier ef le froisième 
passage. Les groupes sont désignés dans le tableau I 
averaged data for third tows were lower than those 
for first ones, and in 11 cases second tows yielded 
intermediate figures. A similar analysis for night- 
time samples showed no definite trend, the percenta- 
ges in question oscillating at random around t.he 
mean of the first tow (fig. 4, night). It should be 
noticed that most consistent first tow/third tow 
daytime differences (denoted wit,h a black dot in 
fig. 4) always involved lower yields in the latter, 
while at night there was no such relationship. 
When considering clear and overcast weather 
samples jointly, neither during the day nor at night 
did the yields of simultaneous pushnets and townets 
show any particular trend. However, when separa- 
ting sunny and overcast weather samples a suggesti- 
ve pattern emerged (fig. 5). Under full sun the rear 
net yielded higher numbers than the front one, while 
in cloudy conditions the front net retrieved more 
organisms than the rear one. The averaged pushnet 
/townet ratio for a11 groups in full sun (0.41) differed 
significantly (P<O.Ol, t-test) from the same in 
overcast weather (1.46) (night average pushnet/tow- 
Rev. Hydrobiol. trop. 21 (1) : 21-34 (1988). 
net ratio, samples #30-34 vs. #35-39: 1.1). The 
explanation of these differences should probably be 
sought in the combined effects of different clear day 
vs. overcast day concentrations at the surface and 
avoiding reactions of the disturbance which prece- 
ded townets. Under full sun the uppermost stratum 
was underpopulated, most plankters peaking at or 
below 0.5 m (fig. 2). The yields of towed nets were 
higher than those of pushnets because the waters 
they fished were enriched by admixture from 
subsurface, more densely populated strata, brought 
up to the surface by the action of front net, boat, 
and especially motor. The drop due to disturbance- 
avoiding reactions on the yields of townet samples 
were in this case overcompensated by the above- 
mentioned artificial enrichment.. On the other hand, 
in overcast weat.her zooplankton concentration at 
the surface were conspicuously higher than in clear 
days (fig. 3), and vertical profiles most probably 
lacked a Sharp subsurface (0.5- 1 m) drop (which 
was absent even at night, most taxa peaking at 0.5 
to 2 m, rather than at the surface; see fig. 2). Thus, 
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the catch drop in townets due to avoidance was not 
compensat,ed by admixture of the deeper waters (see 
fig. 0 for a diagrammatic interpretation). 
The t,ime elapsed between the passage of front net 
and rear net at the same place was usually 
approx. 15 t,o 20 seconds. Estimates of the swim- 
ming velocities of Copepoda range from 2-3 up to 
100 cm per second (~LUTTER & ANRAKU, 1968; 
YTRICKLER, 1975); while those for Cladocera are 
somewhat slower (SMYLY, 1968; and our observa- 
tions). Even assuming t,he lowest values as a 
conservative estimate, most plankters should have 
had enough time to escape the waters disturbed (and 
subsequently sampled). 
1 
0 bdm 
1 
0 b[iarr 
1 2 3 4 
OVERCAST 
GROUPS 
FIG. 5. - Pushnet and townet yields, comparat,ive figures 
within each group. Based on averaged data of samples # 1,2,3 
vs. #4, 5, 6 (full Sun), and #9-14 vs. #15-24 (overcast). See 
table 1 for group designations. Cupfures par filet avant et filef 
tracté pour les différents groupes d’animaux, en utilisant les 
moyennes des échantillons #l. 2, 3 vs. #4, 5, 6 (temps ensoleillé) 
et #g-l4 vs. 1,524 (temps nuageux). Les groupes sonf désignés 
dans le tableau 1 
These results suggest that, during the daytime, 
disturbance of the Upper layer is a strong st,imulus 
for evading the area of turbulence. Since at night. 
evasion of townets was not evidenced, it is probable 
that light constitues the main clue which allows the 
organisms to flee the area disturbed. Our results also 
indicate that the animals tend to swim downwards 
(or sett.le passively), rather than move at random in 
any direction. These behavior patterns, derived on 
the basis of sampling biases, are confirmed by some 
previous ethologically oriented studies. ANDERSON 
(1974) showed t,hat marine copepods that swim 
horizontally more than vertically are captured by 
predators 10 times more frequently than those that 
employ vertically oriented swimming modes. SINGA- 
RAJAH (1975, and references therein), found that 
several marine copepods react t,o turbulence either 
seeking contact with solid surfaces or settling 
quickly to the bottom. He also observed t,hat. a few 
species (e.g., the copepod Temora Eongicornis) did SO 
only in illuminated conditions, while in the darkness 
t,he tendency to sink was not present. Several 
authors proposed and tested pushnet systems for 
marine fish larvae (HERKE, 1969; KRIETE & LOESCH, 
1980; GALLAGHER & CONNER, 1983), and in some 
cases pushnet vs. townet ratios were in excess of 20 
(e.g., KRIETE $ LOESCH, op. cif.). Our results suggest 
t,hat, despite the much smaller size and lower 
motility of freshwater Copepoda and Cladocera (as 
compared to fish larvae), their efficient dodging 
behavior is responsible for the fact that townet 
systems underestimate their abundances. 
Disturbance-related avoidance and rbeotactic respon- 
ses: pomp yields 
Pump samples #82-87 are replicates taken within 
a t30 min. period, where volumes of water filtered 
were purposefully increased. The corresponding cor- 
relations between sample size and catch (Table III) 
st.rongly suggest that t,he abundance estimates of 
Copepoda nauplii and K. cochlearis were severely 
biased by this procedure, either because of distur- 
bance of the sampling site prior and during the 
collection, or due to positive rheotactic react,ions of 
the plankters swimming against t,he suction current, 
or both. In order to check the relative importance of 
these two factors, 9 additional samples were collec- 
ted in May 1984. Al1 of them were taken from the 
shore turning the pump on as soon as it was placed 
in the water; disturbance of the medium was also 
minimized by taking successive probes several me- 
ters apart. In both cases a11 correlations between 
sample size and numbers of organisms retrieved per 
unit volume were negative, and in 50% of the cases 
significant (table III). These results confirm those 
illustrated in t.able II suggesting that, when distur- 
bance prior to sampling was present most larger 
zooplankt,ers fled the area much before the series was 
completed. On the ot,her hand, nauplii, K. cochfearis 
and Bosmina spp. (the poorest swimmers of the 
cladocerans considered) were moving away at slower 
RN. Hydrobiol. hop, 21 (1) : 2134 (1988). 
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TABLE III 
Correlation coefficients between organisms per unit. volume retrieved and pump sample size, samples #82-87 (groups 7-10 were 
absent from these samples). Based on transformed data : x= [log(x+ 1) + 0.5]W. See table 1 for group designations 
Coefficients de corrélation enfre les comptages (par unité de volume) et la faille des échantillons de pompe #82-W (les groupes 7-10 onf 
pratiquement éfé absents dans ces échantillons). Les donnk onf été transformés : x = [log(x + 1) i- O.@P.Les groupes sonf désignés dans le 
tableau I 
POOled 
Broups 
With disturbancc No disturbancs prier ta 
prier to sampling sampling 
Samples %82-87 May 1984 samp1as 
5 samples 4 SamPles 
Nauplii (1) -0.910* 
Cyclopoida (Z-4) 0.733 
Calanoida (5-6) 0.232 
Bosmina SPP. (11.12) 0.706 
C.dubia (13,14) 0.706 
K. cochlearis (15) -0. Q@N* 
-0. m4* -0.951* 
-o.m2* -0.483 
-0.636 -0.632 
--- -0.836 
--- --- 
--- -0. saa** 
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01. Volumes filtered for samples in last two columns: 43, 86, 129, 215, 430 Mers, and 9, 18, 72, 94 liters. In these samples the 
cyclopoids were represented by Tropocyclops prasinus, and the calanids by Nofodiaptomus ineompositus 
* P < 0,05 ** P < 0,Ol. Les volumes lîlt.rés des échantillons des deux derniéres colonnes : 43, 86, 129, 215, 430 lit.res; et 9, 18, 72, 94 litres. Dans ces 
échantillons les cyclopides ont été représentés par Tropocyclops prasinus, et les calanoides par Notodiaptomus incomposifus 
rates thus showing decreasing abundances in 
consecutive samples. Repeating the same experi- 
ment without prior disturbance, i.e., starting sam- 
pling and disturbance simultaneously, both large 
and small plankters showed negative correlations 
with sample size (table III). 
We made observations on the reactions of K. 
cochlearis, Noiodiaptomus incompositus, Tropocyclops 
prasinus and Bosmina spp. to currents and pressure 
changes. Swiftest responses to any kind of disturban- 
ce (shaking, approach of foreign abjects, currents) 
were displayed by copepods and cladocerans. Clea- 
rest reactions were observed when siphoning liquid 
(flow rates were approx. 0.3 to 5 cm per second) from 
a beaker which contained the plankters. Adult 
copepods would hardly ever be drawn into the 
siphon : as soon as they sensed the current they 
would perform several powerful strokes which car- 
ried them invariably away from the intake. Copepo- 
dids reacted in a similar manner, as well as Bosmina 
OVERCAST 
U Undisturbed strata Mixed strata D-W 
FIG. 6. - Diagrammatic interpretation of the differences in townet vs. pushnet rat,ios. Shadings represent different plankton 
concentrat.ions ; arrows : avoiding reactions ; and comparatively higher catches are filled nets. Not to scale (see text for explanation). 
Schéma d’interprétation (sans échelle) des différences entre filet avant et filet arrière. Les ombrages représenfenf des différentes 
concenfrafions du plancton ; flèches : réactions d’évitement; les filefs noircis représentent les captures relatives. (Voir les explications dans le 
fexfe) 
Reo. Rydrobiol. trop. 21 (1) : 21-34 (1988). 
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spp. ; if drawn into the siphon in over 90% of the 
cases they swam rapidly against the current,. In 
several instances we observed copepodids and clado- 
cerans swimming frantically at the tip of the siphon 
for periods of over 30 seconds, until they would 
eit‘her be drawn inside or succeed in escaping the 
intake. Also K. cochlearis swam mostly against the 
current; this was best seen inside the transparent 
glass t.ube, behind its tapering end where current 
velocities were lower than at the intake. 
In order to estimate quantitat.ively the evasion 
observed we devised the following experiment : 
freshly collected plankton was placed in a small 
(150 ml) beaker; from its central part a horizontally 
oriented siphon t.ube 3.5 mm in cross section 
connected the beaker with another container placed 
somewhat lower. Part. of the liquid was then 
siphoned away into the lower container at rates 
ranging between 0.4 and 5 ml per second; thus, the 
current velocities at the tapering end of the siphon 
were about 6 to 60 cm per second. Subsequently 
bot.h samples were fixed and counted. In a11 cases 
concent.rations of organisms were higher in the 
original beaker than in the second one. Using the 
slowest current. velocity (approx. 6 cm per second), 
at the end of the experiment we recorded 48.7 times 
more Copepoda (adults + copepodids) in the former 
t.han in the latter, Bosmina spp. : 8.1, and nauplii : 
5.5. Imreasing the intake velocity lowered these 
figures ; at. approx. 60 cm per second they. were, 
Copepoda : 10.9, Bosmina spp. : 1.6, nauplu : 3.1, 
and K. cochlearis : 2.9 - 4.0. Repeating t,he same test 
in complete darkness (at 60 cm per second) lowered 
the latt.er figures even Eurther : Copepoda : 4.8, 
nauplii : 1.1, and K. cochlearis : 1.1. 
These tendencies to swim against the current are 
probably an adaptation to avoid planktivorous 
organisms that suck in water to catch their prey 
(~LUTTER & ANRAKU, 1968), and/or to avoid being 
expatriat,ed from their habitats, as in the case of 
intlowing or outflowing streams. Fig. 1C is a 
diagrammatic scheme of the pump used which shows 
the zone visibly influenced by the apparatus. Accor- 
ding t.o the diameter and depth of the layer where 
the streaks of dyed water indicate measurable 
displacements, the volume influenced by >3 cm per 
second velocities does not exceed approx. 15-20 
liters. Most of our pump samples llltered over 200 
liters ; thus, usually over SO-SO% of the water 
analysed came from an area which most positively 
rheot.actiç plankters could have fled before being 
sucked into t.he pump. Altough evasion from a pump 
is obviously a function of the capacity of t,he 
apparat,us (e.g., BEER~, 1981), it is probable that 
even high-capacity stationary syst,ems in marine 
environments are subject to this type of bias because 
Rnr. Hydrobiol. hop. 21 (1) : 21-34 (1988). 
the overall proportions (i.e., flow rate, velocity llelds, 
concentration of the organisms in the medium, 
volume required for a representative sample) are 
comparable to smaller systems in more densely 
populated waters. 
Since our pump samples were taken from an 
anchored boat, the pump filtered at exactly the same 
place. It. is probable that underway pump sampling 
cari reduce avoidance considerably (BEER~, 1981 ; 
MILLER & JUDKINS, 1981; TAGGART & LEGGETT, 
1984). However, underway pump sampling does not 
allow the investigation of small scale spatial distri- 
butions, especially in oligot.rophic, sparsely popula- 
ted environments. In addition, in small and/or 
narrow water bodies anchoring is a necessity since 
pump sampling is usually a time consuming opera- 
tion in the course of which winds and currents cari 
displace the vesse1 considerably. 
Pump and bottle underestimation 
Fig. 7 shows that. nets always retrieved higher 
numbers of organisms than the pump. These figures, 
20- 
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FIG. 7. - Averaged ratios of net. vs. pump yields. Samples 
used : #l-24 vs. #49, 50, 54, 55, and #81 vs. #82-87 (day): 
#27-43 vs. #57, 58, 62, 63 (night). Since t.he abundances of 
some groups were negatively correlated with pump sample 
size, only the highest yield of the #82-87 series for each group 
was considered. See table 1 for group designations. Rapporf 
moyen enfre les captures par fflef et avec la pompe. Échanfillons 
utilisés : #l-24 vs. #49, 50. 54, 55, ef #81 os. 82-87 (jour); #27- 
43 vs. #57, 58, 62, 63 (nuit). Éfanf donné que les abondances de 
certains groupes présentent une corrélation négafiue avec la 
grandeur des échantillons de pompe, seules les plus forfes valeurs 
du groupe #S2-87 ont été ufilisées. Les groupes sont répertoriés 
dans le tableau I 
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which represent overall averages for many samples, 
are in good agreement with a more detailed compari- 
son involving t,he 5 net vs. pump sets collected 
within short (< 1 hour) int,ervals : in 71 out of 75 
comparisons (15 groups hy 5 closely comparable sets) 
net,s collected higher numbers of plankters. Fig. 7 
also illust,rates that nighttime differences were 
considerably higher than daytime ones (according to 
a t,-test the means of the two series of ratios differed 
significantly, P<O.Ol) ; and that K. cochlearis had 
the lowest net,/pump ratios (see also below : ((Dayti- 
me net underestimationv). Altough pump samples 
did contain slightly higher proportions of damaged 
specimens than net and bottle samples (especially 
Cladocera), partial destruction of the fragiIe orga- 
nisms cannot account for the different day vs. night 
net/pump ratios, and for underestimates of the more 
resistant, categories counted, such as nauplii. 
30 
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FIG. 8. - Averaged ratios of net vs. bottle yields. Samples 
used: #l-24 vs. #S4, and #66-72 vs. #75-80 (day); #27-43 vs. 
#65 (night). Since the abundances of some groups were 
negatively correlated with bottle sample size, only the highest 
yield of the #75-80 series for each group was considered. See 
Table 1 for group designations. Rapport moyen entre les 
captures auec fileis ei avec bouteille. &hantillons utilisés : #I- 
24 vs. #64, et #66-72 vs. #75-80 (jour); #27-43 vs. #65 (nuit). 
Étant donnk que les abondances de certains groupes présenfenf une 
corrélation négative avec la grandeur des échantillons de pompe, 
seules les plus grandes capiures des séries #75-80 onf été 
Pump samples underestimate abundances 
conspicuously at a11 times, therefore direct compari- 
son with net yields beyond the ratios shown on fig. 7 
are difficult. However, the different pump and net 
biases cari be standardized referring them to the 
efllciency of the same gear at the same time. This 
was done in fig. 9, standardizing pump and net 
catches in clear and cloudy weather on the basis of 
t,heir corresponding night ylelds. In overcast weather 
both gears behave in a roughly similar manner. On 
the other hand, under full suri nets showed conside- 
rably lower ratios than the pump. Since (coversam- 
pling)) (by the pump) is a hardly conceivable event, 
we conclude that this difference is due to net 
undersampling. In other words, direct sunlight (as 
opposed to diffuse light in overcast conditions) might 
constitute an import.ant factor which substantially 
lowers the catchability of the net. 
considérées. Les groupes sont désignés dans le tableau I Clogging (due to higher abundances of plankton at 
Fig. 8 presents t.he ratios for the net vs. bottle 
samples compared. With almost no exceptions nets 
retrieved much higher numbers of organisms per 
liter than hottles. The average net./bottle ratio was 
signiflcantly higher at night than during the day 
(P<O.Ol). 
It should be point,ed out that the ratios illustrated 
in flgs. 7 and 8 are partly based on underestimated 
results of second and third net tows of sets replicates 
(fig. 4), and on probahly somewhat overestimated 
pump and bottle yields (see captions to figs. 7 and 8). 
Thus, it is conceivable that in reality the ratios are 
even higher than indicated. 
Several previous investigations report,ed similar 
net-pump-bottIe efllciences, and some concluded 
that bottle and/or pump performance are better than 
netsampling(e.g., BEER~, 1981 ; RUTTNER-KOLISKO, 
1977; MAKAREWCZ & LIKENS, 1979). However, 
patchiness, extrusion through the meshes, diel verti- 
cal migrations, clogging, are some of the phenomena 
that cari obscure evidences of avoidance and engen- 
der wrong interpret.ation of the results. For example, 
according to ~LUTTER & ANRAKU (1968), extrusion 
through the meshes might have been responsihle for 
the apparently lower density of copepods in nets as 
compared with the suction pump used by ARON 
(1958). RUTTNER-KOLISKO'S (1977) net sample re- 
sults were most probably biased by clogging. MAKA- 
REWICZ & LIKENS (1979) compared bottle samples 
filtered through a 0.035 mm mesh with 0.158 mm 
mesh nets; the gauze of the latter was large enough 
as to retrieve very few or no Rot.ifera, and most 
probably allowed many Crustacea to be extruded 
through the meshes. 
Daytime net underestimation 
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l5 1 OVERCAST / NIGHT 
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FIG. 9. - I)aytime/nightime ratios of net. and pump yields in 
sunny and in cloudy weather. Samples used : #9-14 (net, 
overcast); #30, 31, 35, 36 (net, night); #54, 55 (pump, 
overcast); #57, 58, 63 (pump. night); #49, 50 (pump, full sun). 
Samples were collected in the same overcast. day, same sunny 
day, and same night.. See t,able 1 for group designat.ions. 
Rapport entre les captures nocturnes et diurnes avec filet et avec 
pompe selon les conditions d’éclairement. Échanfillons utilisées : 
#9-14 (filet. temps nuageux) ; #30-31, 35, 36 (filet, nuit) ; #54-55 
(pompe, femps nuageux); #57, 58, 63 (pompe, nuii): #49> 50 
(pompe, temps ensoleillé) ; ef # 1, 2, 3 (filet, temps ensoleillé). Ces 
échantillons ont Eté recueillis le même jour nuageux ou ensoleillé, 
et la mème nuit. Les groupes sont désignés dans le tableau I 
the surface, see figs. 2 and 3) and, therefore, pressure 
fronts ahead of the nets must have been higher in 
overcast weather than under full sun : this supports 
t.he assumption that. enhanced net evasion in clear 
weat.her is more çlosely linked to vision or light/vi- 
sion-related physiological changes, than to pressure 
fronts. Several previous observations, most of which 
were performed in marine environments (e.g., BRIN- 
TON, 19C7; WIEBE et cd., 1982; OMORI & HAMNER, 
1982; THAYER et al., 1983; etc.) commented on t,he 
effects of light (in general) on the dodging behavior 
of zooplankters. The above-discussed results also 
link highest escapement wit.h lowest densit,ies (under 
full SUI~). It is probable that the number of animals 
per unit volume plays some role in this respect, as 
well. FLEMINGER & ~LUTTER (1965) observed that at 
higher densities the evading react,ions of Mysidacea 
were lower than in sparser populations. In nat.ure, 
pressure front,s are geeerated by a wide variety of 
factors, including the organisms themselves (STRICK- 
LER, 1975) ; if the latter are very numerous, the over- 
abundance of signals might obscure t.hose generated 
by the approaching net. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Three of the most commonly used plankton 
sampling devices (nets, pushed ahead of the boat and 
towed behind it ; a submersible pump, fig. 1 ; and a 
water bottle) were used in a comparative study of 
their efficiency for collecting freswater zooplankton, 
including Rotifera (Keratella cochlearis), Copepoda 
(Acanthocyclops robustus and Notodiaptomus incom- 
posiius), and Cladocera (Diaphanosoma brachyurum, 
Daphnia spinulafa, Ceriodaphnia dubia and Bosmina 
spp.). In total about 1500 counts were carried out of 
t.he 15 c.ategories (copepods and cladocerans divided 
int.o size-classes) considered in the approx. 100 
samples collected (table 1). The results of our 
analyses show t.hat : 
1. Within the framework of this survey, neither 
net size (mouth diameters 20 and 50 cm), nor bridles 
ahead of nets’ mouths affect the catches measurably. 
2. During the daytime, especially under full sun, 
zooplankters react to disturbance of the medium by 
sinking to deeper strata ; this behavior is responsible 
for lower net cat.ches in recently disturbed waters 
(fig. 4). Disturbance-generated mixing of surface 
wat.ers with lower more densely populated layers cari 
obscure avoidance yielding higher catches in the 
disturbed (and enriched) area (rear net), rather than 
in the undisturbed one (front net ; see figs. 5 and 6). 
Bott,le and pump samples are also affected by 
disturbance; most organisms move away from the 
sampling site fast enough as to Klee the area in the 
interval between reaching the site and starting the 
collection, thus successive samples do not show 
decreasing concentrations. On t,he other hand, smal- 
ler and slower organisms escape the area of distur- 
bance at a rate slow enough as to show a consistent 
and gradua1 decrease (tables II and III). At night 
disturbance-related avoiding reactions were not 
detected. 
3. Al1 the zooplankters studied have very strong 
rheotactic reacGons (swimming against the current) 
which greatly enhance their pump-dodging capabili- 
ties (table III). 
4. Avoidance of dist,urbance and rheot,actic beha- 
vior are responsible for consistently underestimated 
bottle and net yields. The bias involved is, in general 
terms, more conspicuous for the larger and more 
active organisms, and significantly higher at night 
than during the day (figs. 7 and 8). 
Rt-u. Hydrobiol. trop. 21 (1) : S-34 (1988). 
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5. In clear (sunny) weather nets are considerably 
less efficient than in overcast, conditions (fig. 9) ; this 
difference is most probably due to enhanced net- 
dodging capabilities under full sun. 
provided by J. R. BEER~, C. B. MILLER and M. M. MULLIN. 
G. TELL and C. PAGGI identified some of the organisms 
counted. F. KAISIN generously gave his t.ime for preparing 
the French parts of the text. 
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